
Cathy Foster Coaching Session for the Datchet Flying 
Fifteen Fleet 
 
Cathy Foster ex Olympian and professional coach, came to Datchet Sailing Club 
today 11th August 2012.  Six club boats rigged and ready to go at 9.30 am.  The wind 
was 10 knots and not a cloud in the sky.   
 
Apologies NOW for the poor formatting and the sideways pictures…. Which I cant 
seem to fix…!!!! 
 
Cathy started the day with a discussion on how does it feel when thinks are going 
right when sailing. Belief, confidence and feeiling in control was the key feedback 
from the group. Cathy stated that it's something we need to do early and to get us back 
into the winning feeling grove.  ( doing a Ben)  
 
Looking at attention to get us back to the winning feeling   
 
Internal              /.               Internal  
Tight.                 /.                Wide  
  ¥.                             -ve > +ve 
---------------------------------------------------- 
External             /.               External 
Tight.                 /.                Wide  
 
If on flat water. >>>>>> 
 look  for wind  
If on the sea look 
For waves 
 



 
 
Another part of race recovery  

 
The goal of bad starts beats etc are getting yourself out of the negative past of future. 
 When we sail we need to sail in the now and short term future. ( focus on the wind 
shifts and or next few waves) 



 
In the morning we then went on the water focusing on sailing fast as a team (helm and 
crew)  to warm up and let us get working together    Using a box we completed an 
odd number of tacks and gybes  while Cathy looked at our sailing skills and how we 
sail the boat at the right angle.   10 being perfect 0 we are effectively capsized.     This 
was followed by starting with wind short windward leward  
 



Big learnings for the fleet  From the morning  
 
 
•  As a fleet we are not using the kicker enough so we are losing speed when the 

gusts hit us.  
• The fleet was not sailing flat enough. Which was allowings all to sag to leward.  
• John has also started to slow the start on the tack and then speed up at the end 
• Some of the fleet needed to pull the main in quicker by going laser style or find a 

way that works  
most of the fleet are over using the tiller.  We need to luff slowly and the tack quickly 
and  the last part is quick.  
 
 
 

. 
 
•  We need to think about doing the same at mark roundings   So we leave the mark 

at speed and heading in the right direction and the foils are working better for 
us  

• When looking at role tacks. The crew should watch the helm to ensure you cross 
together the helm crosses at the right time. 

In the afternoon due to the 12 to 15 knots we focused on down wind work / 
preformance  
 
When setting the pole. The crews should try to get the red line with the pole (see 
below) if the pole is too far back the spinnaker looks like the blue line.  If two far 
forward it looks like the free line  
 



 

 
 
 
Also focus on the spinnaker hieght  
 
• If the pole is to high. The kite rises up and  makes it hard to trim as shoulders of the 

kite have risen up and are not working  
• If the pole is to low the wind goes down and to close to the boat  
 
• When trimming the kite it is hard to keep focus    So we were taught more to soften 

on the kite and focus on what was happening around the spot we were looking 
at 

• This allows the crew to keep trimming with soft focus on the kite and allow you to 
focus on what's happening around you both  

 
When going doing down wind. Crew calls the pressure and the heading changes. Ie. I 
have good pressure come down  so you can sail lower when you have pressure. See 
below 
 
 



 
 
 
It allows you to sail a shorter course  ( red is the better way)  
 
For the debrief after sailing  
• We all were letting the out haul in 1-2 cm.  we all felt the rudder more. We put 

more kicker on and the oats seemed to drive better   Cathy said she was not 
sure if it's the best thing to do but it increases the return  to give more height.   

• If we are then over powered. More Cunningham to flatten the top of the main off   
Better to do this in big winds and big seas 

• The whole fleet sailed very well on the last beats. Cathy was very impressed and 
saw a big difference 

• On the tacks the crew needs to get out on the toe straps ASAP so the the helm is not 
far behind them !!! 

• When going down wind the person trimming the kite needs to be 100% on trim. 
 Then the crew needs to keep the boat flat and pulls the boom over the helm 
keeps the kite flying at speed.  

• For the helm try not sailing with your legs to get lower and Still looking up.  
• When looking for and at the wind. Look to the edge of the lake or as far as you can 

and  watch the speed and direction of the gust and how deep is the dark patch   
And is the leading edge darker of the gust. This was you feather going into the 
gust and come down after a few boat lengths  

Remember just before the gust hits think when do I luff and do in need to ease the 
main a little ? Keep scanning with your vision to get his right at the finesse 
 
 



 
 
 
• crews need to judge the lulls more than the gusts to keep the boat flat  
• Look at the wind coming and spot the direction it's coming in and talk about it. To 

the crew or the helm  
• Remember the shawdows on the water is not the wind but the effect of the wind on 

the water.  If the sun is  reflecting the gusts will show as brighter areas 
• Fell the breeze on your face when down wind. So you know if you need to head up 

or bear off / gybe 
•  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


